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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present gender and authorship categorisationusing the Prediction by Partial Matching
(PPM) compression scheme for text from Twitter written in Arabic. The PPMD variant of the compression
scheme with different orders was used to perform the categorisation. We also applied different machine
learning algorithms such as Multinational Naïve Bayes (MNB), K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN), and an
implementation of Support Vector Machine (LIBSVM), applying the same processing steps for all the
algorithms. PPMD shows significantly better accuracy in comparison to all the other machine learning
algorithms, with order 11 PPMD working best, achieving 90 % and 96% accuracy for gender and
authorship respectively.
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1.INTRODUCTION
Text categorisation is the process of assigning documents to predefined categories. Recently, text
categorisation has become popular due to the rapid growth of data available in the Web over the
past two decades. As a result,there is large amounts of data available to be categorized in many
different languages. However, text categorisation specificallyfor data obtained from Twitter in the
form of tweets is considered challenging for many reasons: tweets are written in only 140
characters making it more difficult to be classified; text is written informally; and the frequency
of misspelling and slang in twitter text is high[1].
The traditional (word-based) machine learning algorithms requires extensive prepossessing steps
when applied to text categorisation such as stemming, tokenization, removal of stop words, and
the calculation of word frequenciesto help build word vector lists. In addition, feature selection is
applied subsequently to determine the most important features in a text [2]. There are number of
drawbacks when applying feature selection to a text: first, the issue of defining a feature; second,
the need to consider word order and context; and third, the question of weather to discard digits
and non alphabetic symbols such as hashtags, underscores, and commas [3]. An alternative
approach to the feature-based method is to adopt an information theoretic approach instead and to
apply a character-based compression scheme such as the prediction by partial matching (PPM).
By using a compression-based scheme, we sidestep issues associated with the word-based
approach by adoptinga character-based approach. We also avoid the aforementioned preprocessing steps such as feature selection, stemming, and tokenization [4].
Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM) is a text compression scheme that was originally invented
by Cleary and Witten in 1984 [5]. It encodes single characters one after the other using the
estimated probability of the upcoming character. The basic idea of PPM is to use the last few
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characters in the input stream to predict the following one similar to a Markov based language
model. Other compression techniques such as Ziv-Lempel are used for their faster speed
processing rather then the effectiveness of compression[6].
In our research work, we are interested in applying compression-based language models such as
PPM to problems in Natural Language Processing. The specific focus of this paper is the
application of PPM to text categorisation of Arabic text. Text Categorisation in Arabic is
considered difficult compared to other languages. Arabic characters have many shapes depending
on the positions of the letter: isolated, initial, middle, and end. Moreover, some characters have
the same shapes and can be distinguished only using the dots, zigzag, and diacritics [7].
In this paper, we present Arabic text categorisation of tweets belonging to per-selected users in
Twitter (specifically for this paper gender and authorship categorisation). Our goal in gender
categorisation is to classify tweets as being written by either a male or female. On the other hand,
our goal on authorship categorisation is to identify the writer of the tweets depending on sample
training sets having been provided for each author. Our contributions include running the same
data over various machine learning algorithms along with PPM for comparison purposes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow, section twoprovidesthe background and related work,
section threedescribesthe data collection process, section fourdiscussour methodology, section
fivelistsour experimental results, and section sixprovidesthe conclusion and future work.

2.BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Text categorisation is used in many fields such as machine learning, text mining, natural language
processing, and information retrieval. Text categorisation has many applications such as language
identification [7] [9], dialect identification [10][11][12], spam filtering [13][14], and sentiment
classification [15]. However, much of the above work has focused on the categorisation of
standard text rather than non-standard text such as tweets. Recently, Twitter categorisation has
attracted attention with researchfocussed on, for example, sentiment classification
[16][17][18][19], and authorship identification [20][21].
Many researchers have already explored Arabic text categorisation using machine learning
algorithms. Duwairi[22]has compared three different classifiers for Arabic text categorisation.
The results show that Naïve Bayes (NB) outperforms both the K-Nearest Neighbors(KNN) and
distance-based classifiers. A study by Alsaleem[23] compared Support Vector Machine (SVM)
with NB, and showed that SVM outperform NB algorithm in terms of recall, precision, and the
F1-measure. On the other hand, categorisation using compression based methods has been
explored less than the machine learning approach. In [2], a comparison among three different
compression techniques (RAR, gzip, LZW) was undertaken for Arabic text and it was found that
RAR always produced more accurate classification then LZW and gzip. The RAR
implementation combines both LZ and PPM compression.
Research into processing Arabic twitter text was aided when Twitter started to support Arabic
hashtags. The study by Bekkali and Lachkar[24] applied twitter text categorisation based on
applying rough set theory using the NB and SVM classifiers. The study shows that applying the
upper approximation of rough set theory increases the F1-measure.Hussienet al.[25]applied
sentiment classification to twitter text. The study showed how automatic labelling using SVM and
Multinomial Naïve Bayes (MNB) produces better results than human labelling. The research by
Alabdullatif et al.[26]used MNB to classify topics such as sport, religion, economy, politics, and
technology and resulted in an accuracy of 90%.
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Many Arabic researchers have also studied authorship identification. Alwajeeh et al. [27]explored
authorship identification using both the SVM and NB classifiers, withboth classifiers
preformingwellin terms of accuracy. The research by Altheneyan and Menai[28] provided an
extensive study in authorship identification using NB classifiermodels: Multinational Naïve
Bayes; Multivariate Bernoulli Naïve Bayes; and Multivariate Poisson Naïve Bayes. MBNB
performed well among all the NB models with an average accuracy of 97%. Recently,Albadarneh
et al.[29]conducted author identification in twitter involving big data analysis. They focused on
many challenges such as dealing with the large-scale of Arabic tweets, the short text length of
tweets, and the lack of available Arabic NLP tools. The results produced an accuracy of 61.6%
using a NB classifier to perform the experiment using the Hadoop platform for the big data
analysis.
However, gender identification is a less studied area compared to authorship identification for
Arabic. The study by Alsmearat et al. [30] of gender identification of Arabic articles has been
applied using the NB and SVM classifiers. More recently, Alsmearat et al. [31]investigated the
impact of emotion analysis on finding the author gender.Their work included applying bag-ofwords computing features related to sentiment. The goal was to find out if there is a specific
distinct style of writing between males and females. But they could not confirm this assumption
based on concrete evidence.

3.DATA COLLECTIONPROCESS
We are in the process of collecting data to create a text categorisation corpus designed
specifically for Arabic text, in order to aid research in this area. This will also help with
evaluating the effectiveness of the text compression-based approach we are interested in
investigating. We started collecting over 200,000 tweets from multiple usernames using
theTweepy library[32]. Tweepy is a Python package that interfaces to the Twitter API for
collecting data. 101 usernames were selected based on their gender, genre, and country. In order
to create the training data set, we collected from each username the top 2000 tweets on March 5th
2017. The tweets have gone through several processing steps:
•
•
•
•
•

Break lines were removed from all the tweets. This ensures that all tweets are placed on
one line.
Retweeted tweets were removed. This is to confirm that the tweets are collected for a
specific username, and are not written by another person.
HTTP links, usernames and non Arabic tweets are removed.
Extra lines generated from the retweet extraction are also removed.
Special characters such as hashtags, underscores, quotes, emojis, and stop words are kept.
We wish to keep this so that they can aid identification when we perform the
experiments.
Table 1. Data Collected from Twitter using the Tweepy library.

File
Training
Testing

Before Processing
Number of
Number of
tweets
words
200917
3410134
2970
55181

After Processing
Number of
Number of
tweets
words
118532
1952239
1816
29446
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Figure 1. Sample of the data after processing [33].

Our test data sets were collected in March 25, 2017.
2017 This was three weeks after collecting our
training sets from the same usernames. Testing sets were processed the same way that we
processed the training set. However, this time only the top 30 tweetss were collected for our
testing sets. This was to ensure there was no overlap between the training and testing sets.
set The
number of tweets and number of words that were collected for the training and testing data before
and after processing is shown in Table
Tab 1. A sample of the data is also shown in Figure 1.
Our aim in the future is to collect multiple test sets over different periods of time.
time We wish
todesignate specific training testing split
splitsrather than use a cross-fold
fold validation process.
process This is
because we believe designating specific splits is more representative of the categorisation task in
this case because of the dynamic streaming nature of twitter data which changes over time.
time We
also wish to be able to directly compare future experimental results avoiding possible inconsistent
processing of the data by explicitly designating the specific training and testing splits we are
using in order to aid future research. In the future, we will also investigate other categorisation
tasks such as topic, dialect, genre and style categorisation and other important issues that arise
with Arabic text such as code-switching.
switching. However, the specific focus for this paper, as stated, will
be on gender and authorship categorisation.

4.METHODOLOGY
Prediction by partial matching (PPM) is a lossless text compression technique based on the
adaptive modelling context family. PPM uses a fixed number of previous characters based on a
selected maximum fixed order to predict the upcoming character. For instance,
instance, if the selected
maximum order is five, the prediction of the next character will be based on the previous five
characters. PPM moves from the maximum highest order down to lower orders using the escape
mechanism. This process will be continued until the lowest default order of -11 is reached, where
all character probability are equiprobable
equiprobable[34].
PPM has gone through many improvements with variants such as PPMA and PPMB [5], PPMC
[35], PPMD[36], PPM* [37] PPMO [38]. For PPMC, the probability
for the next

character is given by:
where the currently used coding
ing order is specified by d,, the total amount of times that the
current
context
⋯
has
occurred
is
indicated
by
| 5⋯
5⋯
1
1 represents the total number of occurrences for the symbol
in the current context. The estimation of the escape probability E by PPMC is as
follows:
where the total number of times that a unique character has occurred following the
current context is represented by .
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PPMD is a slight variation
tion of PPMC invented by Howard [36] which often results in
improved compression. The formula for estimating the probability P for the next
character is given by:
!" #
$"

(1)

and the escape probability is estimated as follows:
f
2

.

(2)

Table 2 shows an example of how the PPMC processworks which has become a benchmark
version of PPM [39].
Let
Table 2. PPMC after processing the string “[”ﺍﻟﻤﺴ ﻠﻢ34].
us

imagine three scenarios where we predict three letters ““”ﺍ,“”ﻝand “ ””ﺝafter we have already
alread seen
“( ”ﺍﻟﻤﺴ ﻠﻢsee Table 3). First, if we want to predict ““ ”ﻝfollowing “”ﺍﻟﻤﺴ ﻠﻢ, if we use a maximum
order of 2 in this case (for illustration purposes), the probability is estimated as (see the order 2
context  ﻝ→ﻣﺲin Table 2). This requires 1 bit to encode ( log ) * 1bit).(PPM
PPM normally uses
arithmetic coding to physically encode the probabilities which results in the code length being
close to the theoretical optimum which is log + where p is the probability being encoded.
However,
ever, when using PPM for text categorisation purposes, there is no need to physically encode
the probabilities and instead we can compute the theoretical code lengths directly and use that as
the categorisation measure.)
However, let us imagine instead the
th letter “ ”ﺍfollows “;”ﺍﻟﻤﺴ ﻠﻢ
”; the escape probability of , will
be encoded from order 2 because the letter ““ ””ﺍwas not seen in that context. Then the process will
move down to order 1, the escape probability will be again because the letter “ ””ﺍwas also not
seen in order 1. Finally, the encoded probability will be

since the letter “ ””ﺍwas found in the

order 0 context. The total probability to encode the letter ““ ”ﺍis
only 5.32 bits to encode (see Table 3).

, which requires

Iff we want to predict a letter that have not been seen in previous orders such as “”ﺝ,
“
then the
escape probability will be for order 2, for order 1, for order 0 and finally the letter “”ﺝ
“ will
be found in order -1.
1. The probability of correct predic
prediction for the letter “ ””ﺝwill be , where A is
the alphabet size (256) for a standard byte-based
byte
encoding (8 bits).. The total probability to encode
the letter “ ”ﺝis
, which requires 13.32 bits to encode the character.
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Table 3. Encoding three sample characters using PPMC.
Character

Probabilities encoded

Code lengthbeing used

ﻝ

1
2
1 1 1
, ,
2 2 10
1 1 4 1
, , ,
2 2 10 1

− log ) * = 1bit

ﺍ
ﺝ

− log ) × ×
− log ) × ×

×

* = 5.32bits
* = 13.32bits

PPM is used for classifying in the following manner – simply select the class associated with the
model that compresses the text best. The main idea is to predicate the correct author/gender of
text T using the formula:
θ3 T = argmin: ;

|<!

where; |< is some approximation of relative entropy of text T with respect to text S and the
class C ischosen from the model with the minimum value. In this case, it is estimated using the
PPM compression scheme i.e. for an order 5 model, it is calculatedusing the following formula:
;

>

|< = − = log
?

|

⋯

wheren is the length of the text and the probabilities for each character are calculated using the
PPM Markov-based modelling method which estimates the probability of the next character (see
formulas (1) and (2) for PPMD) based on the context of the previous five characters.
Normally PPM is an online method with its model being dynamically updated as the text is
processed sequentially. An alternative static variation is to prime the model using some
representative training text, and then compression of the testing text proceeds without updating
the model further. This static variation is very effective when PPM is applied to text
categorization as it substantially reduces the amount of processing time needed to categorize
using multiple PPM models.

5.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to see how effective our PPM-based method was at categorising Arabic tweets, we
applied our experiments to the Twitter data we collected that was described in section 3. We
excluded two persons from our training sets because we found that most of their testing sets
wereretweeted. Our data was annotated with manually assigned labels for both training and
testing sets. We assigned one of two labels – male or female – for the gender experiments based
on the person’s name, whereas for authorship we assigned 99 labels using the author’s username.
We used PPMD(as opposed to PPMC) because it hasshown good results previously [4],which
was implemented using the Text Mining Toolkit (TMT) [40].Static PPMD models were created
by training on each class of text. On the other hand, Weka[41] was used to apply the other
machine learning algorithms used in the experiment. We selected well-performed methods suchas
Multinational Naïve Bayes, K Nearest Neighbors, and LIBSVM (an implementation of Support
Vector Machine).
For the gender categorisation, we investigated using different orders ofPPMDfrom order 3 to
order 12. We found that the accuracy, recall and precision increased up to order 11 but then
decreased subsequently as shown in Table 4. (The best result is shown in bold font). Previous
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research had shown a similar effect for other languages [4] but not at such a high order. For the
authorship experiment, we also found order 11 to be effective but there was also a number of
other orders with similar results (see Table 5). The accuracy results from both Tables have also
been graphed in Figure 2.
Table 4. Gender categorisation of Arabic tweets using PPMD.
Orders

Orde
r3

Orde
r4

Orde
r5

Orde
r6

Orde
r7

Orde
r8

Orde
r9

Orde
r 10

Orde
r 11

Order
12

Accurac
y

0.77
8

0.80
8

0.82
8

0.82
8

0.87
9

0.88
9

0.88
9

0.88
9

0.909

0.89
9

Recall

0.76
7

0.80
1

0.82
2

0.81
8

0.86
9

0.86
8

0.86
8

0.86
3

0.889

0.88
1

Precisio
n

0.76
7

0.79
9

0.82
0

0.81
2

0.87
6

0.90
2

0.90
2

0.91
1

0.925

0.90
9

In order to classify text documents for machine learning algorithms using Weka, training and
testing sets need to run through a string-to-word-vector filter. We builtour filter using the
common term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) measure. For gender categorisation
we chose the top 1000 words to appear in the filter from each category (female/male). We did not
do any further prepossessing to the data such as stemming, tokenization, andremoval of stop
word, as we wanted to mimic the same approach as for the PPM based experiments,except for
normalizing all data, as we noticed it produced better results. We applied three different
algorithms –MNB, KNN, and LibSVM. We found that LibSVM outperformed the other machine
learning algorithms as shown in Table6 which mirrored similar results found by previous
researchers.For the authorship experiment, we applied the same processing steps to build our text
models in Weka. In this case, however, we only chose the top 100 frequent words to appear in our
vector list. Again, LibSVMachieved greater accuracy compared tothe other machine learning
algorithms we experimented with as shown in Table 7.
Table 5. Authorship categorisationof Arabic tweets using PPMD.

Orders

Order 3

Order 4

Order 5

Order 6

Order 7

Order 8

Accurac
y
Orders

0.939

0.960

0.949

0.939

0.929

0.949

Order 9

Order 10

Order 11

Order 12

Order 13

Order 14

0.960

0.949

0.960

0.960

0.960

0.949

Accurac
y

Table 6. Experimental results for gender categorisation of Arabic tweets.

Measures

MNB

libSVM

KNN 1

PPMD
Order 11

Accuracy

0.747

0.797

0.414

0.909

Recall

0.750

0.798

0.414

0.889

Precision

0.760

0.797

0.764

0.925
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Table 7. Experimental results for authorship categorisation of Arabic tweets.

Measures

MNB

libSVM
0.939

KNN
1
0.444

PPMD
Order 11
0.960

Accuracy

0.929

Recall

0.929

0.939

0.444

0.960

Precision

0.899

0.909

0.386

0.939

From both the gender categorisation and authorship categorisation experimental results in
Tables 6 and 7, we see that the PPM categorisation method significantly outperforms the
other machine learning methods in terms of accuracy, recall and precision.
6.CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown how the Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM) text compression
scheme is very effective when it is used for categorisation of Arabic twitter text. We have argued
that character-based compression models have a number of benefits over the word-based machine
learning approaches. For instance, problems such as segmentation, stemming, tokenisation, and
feature extraction can be all avoided by using character-based models.
We collected Arabic text from Twitter to create training and testing sets for our experiments. We
found thatthe PPMD model with order 11 was the most effective achieving 90% and 96%
accuracy for gender and authorship categorisation respectively. However, we noticed that
increasing the order to higher orders would show no effect at all on the accuracy (see Figure 2).
Our aim was to investigatethe categorisation of twitter text (tweets). There are many issues when
dealing with tweets compared to formal text, as they are often not grammatically well-structured,
with a variety of slang and colloquial language being used, and there is also the limitation of only
140 characters being allowed in each single tweet. Our future work will continue to run a variety
of experiments using test setscollected over different periods of time to investigate how well PPM
performs at other categorisation tasks involving topic, genre, style and dialect and also determine
the effect of code-switching a phenomenon that is common in Arabic text.
Figure 2. Accuracy of Arabic text categorisation using different PPMD orders.
100

Accuracy

95
90
85

Gender

80

Authorship

75
70
order order order order order order order
2
4
6
8
11
12
14
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